
The Haynes University Teacher Development Program 

For more resources, check out the complete toolbox: t n t p .o r g / t o o l b o x  

 

At E.L. Haynes Public Charter School in Washington, DC, all teachers participate in weekly Haynes University development 

courses on pre-scheduled Friday afternoons. The Instructional Leadership Team invented the Haynes U system after seeing a 

need for topic-based, differentiated teacher development. Now, teachers at E.L. Haynes engage with a selection of trimester-

long classes facilitated by their teaching peers and the school’s instructional leaders. The three core elements of Haynes U are: 

 Offering a range of differentiated teacher development options targeting specific needs; 

 Requiring instructional excellence for teacher development – including detailed unit and lesson plans, clear 

objectives, and course observations for all Haynes University classes; 

 Providing teachers with multiple opportunities to practice new techniques and learn from peers. 

TAILOR TEACHER DEVELOPMENT TO SCHOOL-WIDE NEEDS 

The Leadership Team at E.L. Haynes uses observation and feedback information, evaluation data and teachers’ individual goals 

to determine school-wide development needs. The Leadership Team then develops a list of Haynes University courses to 

address these identified priorities. Teachers work with their supervisors and coaches to determine which of the 4-6 course 

options offered each trimester are most appropriate for their needs. 

Resource: Identifying Professional Development Needs  

DETERMINE STAFF ROLES IN TEACHER DEVELOPMENT 

Haynes U courses are led by Haynes teachers and by instructional leaders such as directors, coordinators, and coaches. Kate 

Hubbard, the Director of Teacher Development and Evaluation, oversees and coordinates Haynes University. Hubbard observes 

Haynes U classes and offers feedback to instructors as a crucial aspect of her oversight responsibilities. 

Resource: Haynes U Calendar  

Resource: Haynes U Course Descriptions 

SUPPORT INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING 

Kate Hubbard provides Haynes University instructors with a syllabus planning document and leads them through the process of 

setting course goals and targeting lesson objectives. Hubbard also created a session planning template to help instructors 

identify activities and hands-on practice opportunities that engage teachers and connect them to the overarching lesson 

objectives. 

Resource: Haynes U Syllabus Template 

Resource: Session Planning Guide 

Resource: Sample Course Syllabus  

Resource: Sample Course Power Point Presentations—Unit Planning 

DIFFERENTIATE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

While planning each session, instructors identify moments to differentiate activities for master teachers and new staff members, 

ensuring that every teacher received valuable development targeted to individual needs. 

PROVIDE TIME FOR PEER FEEDBACK AND PRACTICE 

Haynes U instructors incorporate peer-to-peer learning and feedback opportunities into each course. Some courses include an 

emphasis on peer observations, peer reviews of video-taped instruction or lesson planning workshops. In other cases, entire 

courses may be structured as Professional Learning Communities, promoting a greater degree of teacher leadership.    

Each class at Haynes U also includes opportunities for teachers to practice new techniques before introducing them in 

classroom instruction.  

Resource: Preparing Staff for Peer Feedback and Practice 
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